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Applications of high repetition rate tabletop soft X-ray lasers 
become a reality in several fields 
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.\b!.tract. For many years researchers have envisioned the development of compact high repetition rate tabletop soft x-ray 
la;er, that could be routmcly used in application in numerous disciplines. With demonstrated average powers of several mW 
and milliJouk-ln cl pulse encq;y at 46.9nm, the Ne-likc Ar capillary discharge-pumped laser is the first compact laser to reach 
thrs goal. ln tillS paper we summan~e the development status of high repetition rate tabletop soft x-ray lasers based on 
capillary drscharge excrtation, and grvc examples of their successful use in several applications. Results of the use of a 
caprllary discharge pumped 46.9nm laser m dense plasma interferometry, soft x-ray reflcctometry for the determmation of 
optical constants. characterization of diffraction gratings, laser ablation of materials, and plasma generation are described. The 
ohscT,·atron of laSing at _'i2.9runline rn Ne-like C'l with output pulse energy up to 10 ).lJ is also reported. 
I. Introduction 

Capillary discharge excitation of Ne-like Ar plasmas has generated mW average powers of coherent soft 
:-.-ray radiation and millijoule-level pulses in a tabletop set up [I ,2]. Multi-Hertz repetition rate operation 
generated an average power of z3.5 mW at a wavelength of 46.9 nm [2]. The advanced degree of 
development of this laser is summarized in the next section. There is also significant interest in 
extending the availability of practical discharge-pumped short wavelength lasers to other wavelengths. In 
Scccion 3 we discuss the generation of laser pulses at 52.9 nm (23.4 eV) in the 3p-3s J=0-1 line of Ne
likc Cl. Section 4 summarizes the results of several recent experiments that demonstrate for the first time 
the use of a tabletop soft x-ray laser in several diverse areas of science and technology. These areas 
include: plasma physics, materials characterization and processing, and the characterization of soft x-ray 
optics. 

2. Development status of the 46.9 nm Ne-Iike Ar tabletop laser: demonstration of milliwatt 
average power and millijoule-level pulses 

Table 1. Summary of 46.9nm Capillary Discharge Table-Top Soft X-ray Laser parameters. 

[LASER PARAMf:TER - ~----~ -- REF -- l 
[]Silie Energy --~-- +--- __ ____:_0 ___ .8_8--'m"-'--J .c.(n_· _4_H.::::z ___ -+ ___ 2c- _ ____j 

Average Pow..:r~ ~-------+ 3.5 mW 2 
Pea_k_P_o\\_'e_r _ 0.6 MW 2 I 
Dtvergence _ 
Pulse Wtdth 

;::4.6 mrad 2,3 1 

-- ------+------- __ _:_:_::_.c___:_:::_::_ ____ -+-----c-------1 
+ --~-1---.2~-_l ____ .s_n ___ s_~-,-r----2_,3 ___ ~1 

Peak Spectral bnghtness 2x 10" photons/ (s mm2 mrad2 4 

~-----~--- --~- ____ _J_ ___ 0---.0_1% band_w_td"-t_h_,_) _________ --" 

The Ne-like Ar capillary discharge laser is perhaps the most mature tabletop soft x-ray laser developed to 
date. Table I summarizes the characteristics of this laser and its present output parameters. These laser 
output parameters were obtained utilizing aluminum oxide capillary channels 3.2 mm in diameter filled 
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with preioni;.cd Argas at an optimized pressure of "'460 mTorr. The plasma columns were excited by 
current pulses of "'26 kA peak amplitude with a 10% to 90% rise time of approximately 40 ns. Figure I 
illustrates the size of the capillary discharge Ne-like Ar laser. This capillary discharge-pumped laser 
occupies a table space of approximately 0.4 m x I m, a size comparable to that of many widely utilized 
\isiblc or ultraviolet gas lasers. 

Frgure L Photograph of capillary discharge soft x-ray laser (right) and 
applications chamber (!eli). A multimeter is shown in front of the laser to provide 
sue reference. 

In this laser the excitation current pulse is produced by discharging a water capacitor through a spark gap 
switch connected in series with the capillary load. The laser average output pulse energy was measured to 
increase from 0.075 m.J for a plasma column 16 em in length, to 0.88 mJ for the plasma column 34.5 em· 
in length. At the output of the longest capillary the laser beam intensity approaches 1 GWicm2

• and 
exceeds the saturation intensity by more than an order of magnitude. 
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hgurc 1 Measured uutput pulse energy and average power of a table-top capillary discharge 46.9nm laser 
opcratmg at a repetitron ti·equency of 4 Hz. (a) Shot-to shot laser output energy and average output power 
computed as a walking average of60 continuous laser pulses. (b) Distribution of the output pulse energy. Average 
pulse energy rs O.RRm.J and the standard deviation is 0.06mJ. 

Figure 2a shows the shot to shot variations of the measured laser output pulse energy and corresponding 
laser average power for a 34.5 em long discharge operated at 4 Hz repetition rate. The average laser 
output power is about 3.5 mW. corresponding to> 8 xl0 14 photons per second [2]. Figure 2b shows the 
average laser output energy per pulse is 0.88 mJ and that the energy of the highest energy pulses exceeds 
I mJ. \!lore than 5000 laser shots were obtained from a single capillary. The full width at half maximum 
of the corresponding laser pulse is 1.5 ± 0.05 ns, longer than the 1.2 ns pulsewidth that we measured for 
an 18.2 em long ampli tier [3]. The average peak laser output power obtained with the longest plasma 
column 1s ~O.(J MW. The output beam intensity distribution has an annular shape. The peak to peak 
divergence \vas measured to be about 4.6 mrad for all capillary lengths between 18 and 34.5cm. Recent 
measurements of the spatial coherence indicate that full spatial coherence is approached with the longest 
capillaries and that the peak spectral brightness is about 2xl025 photons/ (s mm 2 mrad2 O.Cll "'u 

bandwidth) [4]. This value makes this table-top laser one ofthe brightest soft x-ray sources available. 

3. Demonstration at 52.9 nm 
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1 by 3. Demonstration at 52.9 nm capillary discharge laser in Ne-like Cl 
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There is also significant interest in extending the availability of practical saturated laser ablation tabletop 
short wavelength lasers to different regions of the spectrum. In particular, applications in photochemistry 
and photophysics can significantly benefit from repetitive laser sources of high energy photon that are 
capable of causing single-photon ionization of neutral species, yet fall short of the 24.6 eV threshold for 
the photoionization of He. These applications include the study of nanoclusters created by opticaL a 
technique that uses He as a carrier gas [5]. 
We have demonstrated the generation of laser pulses at 52.9 nm (23.4 eV) in the 3p1So-3s 1Pt transition of 
Nc-like Cl utilizing a very compact capillary discharge [6]. Laser amplification of this line was 
previously observed by Y. Li et al. in a plasma generated by exciting a solid KCl target with 450±20 .I 
laser pulses produced by the powerful Asterix iodine laser facility at a rate of several shots per hour [7]. 
ln the 18.2 em long discharge-pumped plasma column used in the tabletop experiments reported herein 
the amplified spontaneous emission intensity reached values of the order of the saturation intensity. 
allowing for the generation of a significantly greater laser output pulse energy. Laser pulses with energy 
up to 10 ).!J were measured operating the discharge at repetition rates between 0.5 and I Hz. 
The gain media was generated by rapidly exciting a 3.2 mm inside diameter aluminum oxide capillary 
channel filled with pre-ionized chlorine gas with a fast current pulse. The capillary discharge set up was 
similar to that previously used to obtain lasing in Ne-like Ar at high repetition rates [3]. Amplification 
was observed at Cl2 pressures ranging from 180 to 300 mTorr. The plasma columns were excited by 
current pulses of approximately 23 kA peak amplitude and I 0-90 % rise-time of approximately 25 ns. In 
this discharge, the fast current pulse rapidly compresses the plasma creating a small diameter column 
l8.9] in which monopole collisional electron excitation of Ne-like Cl ions creates a large population 
inversion between the 3p 1S0 and 3s 1 P1 levels, resulting in strong amplification at 52.9 nm. 
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Figure 3. On-axis emission spectra of the Cl capillary discharge plasma in the region between 30 and 70 nm. 
(a) Spectrum corresponding to a 120 mTorr discharge. (b) Spectrum corresponding to a 224 mTorr discharge. 
In the laner. the dominance of the 59.2 nm Ne-like Cl transition is a clear indication of strong amplification. 

Figure 3 shows spectra of the axial emission of the discharge, covering a 40 nm region in the vicinity of 
the J=0-1 laser line ofNe-like Cl. The spectrum obtained at a pressure of 120 mTorr (Fig. 3a), shows line 

ding emission at the 52.9 nm wavelength of the laser transition. However the intensity of this line is weak. 
laser smaller than that of several neighboring transitions of Cl VI and Cl VII, which cannot be inverted. In 
s the contrast, at 224 mTorr, the optimum pressure for lasing (Fig. 3b ), the laser line is over two orders of 
eeds magnitude more intense and completely dominates the entire spectrum. This is clear evidence of large 
11um amplification in the 52.9 nrn line. The energy and temporal evolution of the laser output pulse were 
:i for monitored with a vacuum photodiode. 
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the 52.9 nm Ne-like Cllaser output pulse. The insert in 
the top right comer corresponds to the signal recorded with a fast vacuum photodiode 
and a 1-GHz bandwidth analog oscilloscope. The signal corrected for the hmitcd 
bandwidth of the detection system yields a laser FWHM pulsewidth of 1.46 ns. 

Figure 4 shows a laser pulse with energy of I 0 fll measured operating the system at a repetition frequency of 
0.5 Hz. However, the shot to shot variation in the laser pulse energy was significantly larger than those 
measured operating the laser at 46.9 nm using Ar [2,3]. The measurement of multiple shots yielded an 
averaged laser FWHM pulse of 1.46±0.25 ns. The beam was observed to present maximum intensity on axis 
and a FWHM divergence of~ 4 mrad [6l 

-'· Applications 

-'.1. Soft x-ray laser interferometry of dense plasmas 

The development of gain-saturated soft x-ray lasers has opened the possibility to extend laser 
interferometry to large-scale plasmas of very high density that can not be probed with optical lasers [I 0]. 
Our :,'Toup has previously demonstrated plasma interferometry combining a 46.9 nm capillary discharge 
tabletop laser with a wavefront-division interferometer based on Lloyd's mirror [11-12]. More recently. 
we have developed a novel soft x-ray amplitude-division interferometer in which diffraction gratings are 
used as beam splitters in a Mach-Zehnder configuration. By properly tailoring the gratings this instrument 
can be made to operate at any selected soft x-ray wavelength. The interferometer was used in combination 
wtth the 46.9 nm capillary discharge tabletop laser to map the electron density evolution of a 2. 7mm long 
!me-focused laser-created plasma generated on a Cu slab target focusing Nd: Y AG laser pulses of ~0.36J. 
We have been able to probe the plasma at locations as close as 25-30 f.!m from the target where the 
electron density is approximately 5 x 10 1

'
1 cm-1

, and the density gradient is steep. Another series of 
measurements for a 1.8 mm long line-focus plasma created by 0.6 J Nd:Y AG laser pulses probed electron 
densities up to I x 1020 cm-

1
. Ray tracing computations show that these measurements would be difficult 

to realize with an UV laser probe due to strong refraction. These results are discussed in more detail in 
the paper hy Filevich eta!. [13]. 

4.2. XUV Reflectometry 

We took advantage of the high repetition rate of the capillary discharge laser to conduct reflectivity 
measurements as a function of angle. These measurements resulted in the determination of optical 
constants at /, =46.9 nm for several materials, and in the characterization of XUV multilayer mirrors. The 
experimental setup used to perform soft x-ray reflectometry is shown in figure 5. The measurements 
were conducted in a vacuum chamber placed at about I .5 m from the exit of the Ne-like Ar capillary 
discharge laser. The samples were mounted on the axis of a rotational stage driven by a stepper motor. 
which allowed for the selection of angles of incidence between 0 and 90 degrees. The intensity of the 
rcf1cctcd beam was recorded with a vacuum photodiode (labeled "A'' in fig. 5), that was mounted on a 
lc' er am1 that followed the angular motion of the ref1ected beam. To overcome scattering of the data due 
to shot to shot intensity variation of the laser, the intensity of the reflected beam was nom1ahzed by the 

intensity of the incident beam 
measured by scanning the angle < 
1Hz. 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram ofth 
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tntt:nsity of the incident beam for each laser pulse. The angular dependence of the reflectivity was 
measured by scanning the angle of incidence while repetitively firing the laser at a repetition frequency of 
I HI. 

Figure :i. Schematic d1agram of the laser ret1ectometer used in the measurement of XL:V optical constants of materials. 

U.L Determination of optical constants of materials 

lh~ optical constants for Si. GaP, lnP, GaAs. GaAsP and Ir at a wavelength of 46.9 nm (26.5 eV) were 
obtained by fitting the measured angular dependence of the reflectivity with the Fresnel fommla. Figure 6 
ts an example of the reflectance data obtained as a function of incident angle for a bulk crystalline sample 
·Jr lnP with a I 00 orientation, consisting of 300 contiguous laser pulses for a 90 degree rotation of the 
.ample. The results, obtained from the fits of the experimental data, are summarized in table 2. The high 
nlcnsity of the laser source 1s an advantage for the accurate measurement of the reflectivity at near 
mmal incidence where the reflectivity of most materials is low. Our analysis of the data made use of 
;nodels that take into account the presence of a surface layer of contamination, which develops on most 
materials in a natural atmospheric environment. In order to characterize the influence of the surface layer 
,1n the measurement, the samples were chemically treated in a 5% solution of HF in distilled water for 
.1pproximately 5 min and were then rinsed with acetone and methanol. Measurement of the treated and 
.mtrcated samples that had different surface layer characteristics gave similar optical constants for the 
'lltik material. This suggests that the approach used in this work is capable of yielding reliable values of 
he optical constants for the bulk material in the presence of surface layer contaminants. The 
ncasurements of the optical constants of InP and GaAsP constitute the first experimental values at this 
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F1gure 6. Measured and calculated rc1lectiv1ty for l 00 crystalline InP as a function of incident angle e. (a) 
Before chcm1cal treatment. The dotted curve corresponds to: fib= 0.92 · i · 0.14 without the surface layer, the 
,ol1d curve considering a surface layer fib ~0.88 I i · 0.087 (layer: fi 1" 0.82 + i · 0.39, thickness d1 ~ l.8nm ). (b) 

After chem1caltreatment. The dotted curve corresponds to: fib= 0.91 .,. i · 0.13 without the surface layer, the 
solid curve considering a surface layer fib ~0.88 ~ 1 0.09 (layer: f\1= 0.84 + 1 · 0.26, thickness d

1
=2.5nm ) . 

'ave length, while for the rest of the materials the values obtained for the other samples are in most cases 
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in good agreement with tabulated values. These measurements and the analysis of the data are discussed 
in more detail in the paper by I. Artioukov in [14, 15] 

Table 2. Measured optical constants of materials at 46.9 nm. 

No Sample Treated This work Ref.[16] 
n k n k 

1 Si No 0.82 0.015 0.803 0.0178 
~ Yes 0.80 0.021 

' GaP No 0.82 0.052 N/A 0.100 
~ Yes 0.82 0.055 

' InP No 0.88 0.087 N/A N/A 
---'-----

6 Yes 0.89 0.090 
: GaAs No 0.84 0.060 N/A 0.083 
8 GaAsP No 0.83 0.059 
9 lr No 0.81 0.53 0.67 0.69 

4.2.2. Angular dependent reflectivity of Si/Sc multilayer mirror 

Utilizing the rcflcctomcter described above, measurements were made of the angular dependent 
reflectivity of Si/Sc multi-layer mirrors designed for use at 46.9nm. The multilayer coatings were 
deposited on super-polished borosilicate substrates by de magnetron sputtering with a period of 18-27 nm 
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Figure 7 Measured ret1ecllvity of a SJ.'Sc multilayer mirror at 46.9nm as a 
function of incidence angle. 

and a ratio of layer thickness H(Sc)/H(Si)=0.786 [17]. As an example, figure 7 shows the measured 
reflectivity as a function of incidence angle for a mirror designed to operate at normal incidence. The 
graph corresponds to the average of four runs. The runs varied in the number of data points collected 
from 200 to 400 for a scan angle of 90 degrees. A near normal incidence reflectivity of 43% was 
measured at 1.6 degrees. 

4.3. Generation of a polarized soft x-ray beam and application to the characterization of diffraction 
gratings 

We have also demonstrated the generation of a highly polarized soft x-ray beam. The radiation emitted by 
a high average power discharge pumped tabletop Ne-like Ar soft x-ray laser operating at 46.9 nm was 
polarized using a pair of Si/Sc multilayer mirrors designed for 45 degree operation. A degree of 
polarization greater than 0.96 was obtained. These results are discussed in more detail in these 
proceedings in the paper hy Vinogradov ct a!. [ 18], and in a recent paper by Benware et al [ 19]. Po1ari£ed 
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and unpolarized laser beams produced by this tabletop laser were used to characterize the efficiency of a 
difTraction grating. The efficiencies for different diffraction orders were measured as a function of angle 
of incidence and compared with the results of model simulations. This measurement technique provides 
valuable benchmarks to improve electromagnetic codes used in the design of soft x-ray diffraction 
gratings, and illustrate the potential of compact tabletop soft x-ray lasers as a new tool for the 
characterization of short wavelength optics at the manufacturer's site. In this proceedings we do not have 
sufficient space to give a complete report on these results, and they will be published elsewhere in the 
ncar future. 

4.4. Soft x-ray laser ablation 

Focused soft x-ray laser beams have the potential to reach very high intensities and energy densities, 
opening new applications for short wavelength coherent radiation. Preliminary results of an attempt to 
focus laser pulses from a collisional soft x-ray laser pumped by a large optical laser have been reported 
[20]. Here we summarize the characterization of a focused 46.9 nm laser beam generated by a Ne-like Ar 
capillary discharge soft x-ray laser, and the results of the first laser ablation experiment with a soft x-ray 
laser. The experimental setup used to focus the laser beam and characterize its intensity distribution in the 
focal region is shown in figure 8. 

Figure 8. Experimental setup used to focus the soft x-ray laser beam. 

The soft x-ray laser pulses had an energy of about 0.13 mJ and 1.2 ns FWHM duration and were 
generated at a repetition rate of 1 Hz by amplification in a 18.2 em long Ar capillary plasma The laser 

hcam was focused by a sphencal (R=lO em) Si/Sc multilayer-coated mirror of""40% normal incidence 
rcllcctivity located in a vacuum chamber at 256 em from the exit of the capillary amplifier. The minor 
11as positioned at normal incidence with the purpose of minimizing aberrations and the reflected beam 
was focused on axis, where it impinged on the flat face of a target consisting of a thin (2 mm thick) metal 
strip. The focused laser beam was observed to have sufficient intensity to ablate aluminum, stainless steel 
and brass when the samples are positioned within several hundred J-im from the focus. The characteristics 
of the imprints on the metal surface depend not only on the intensity distribution, but also on the melting 
point and heat conductivity of the sample, and on the duration of the laser pulse [21]. Nevertheless, they 
can give useful two-dimensional information of the focused laser beam intensity distribution. To map the 
evolution of the laser intensity distribution along the propagation axis we mounted the target on a 
translation stage driven by a computer controlled stepper motor. The axis of motion of the translation 
stage was positioned at an angle with respect to the optical axis. Series of imprints of the beam for 
positions along the optical axis were obtained by continuously moving the translation stage while 
repetitively firing the laser at a repetition rate of 1Hz. 
Figure 9 is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) photograph of the surface of a brass target showing the 
progression of ablation patterns obtained as the target \vas moved away from the minor and towards the 
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focus. Each ablation pattern is the result of a single laser shot. At an axial distance of a few hundred ~tm 
from the focal region the ablation patterns have the shape of thin annular disks. These rings show good 
a;:imuthal symmetry, except for a small discontinuity where the incoming beam was blocked by the 
target. As the focal region is approached the thickness of the ablated rings increases, and a central spot 

Figure 9. Scannmg electron mrcroscope images of the ablation patterns obtained moving a brass sample towards 
the f(JCus. Each ablation pattern coiTesponds to a single laser shot. The composition of the brass used in this 
experiment was by weight 60.95"o Cu. 39.05% Zn with small Al impurities. 

develops. The depth of the rings was measured to be "'2 !J.m. Finally, very near the focus the patterns 
evolve into a single spot with a deep hole on axis. The smallest spot has an outer diameter of about 17 ~tm 
and contains a deep central hole of about 2-3 !J.m diameter. 
To increase the understanding of the characteristics of the laser beam in the focal region and to obtain an 
estimate of the power density deposited we analyzed these results with ray-tracing computations. Figure 
10 shows the computed radial cross section of the beam intensity distributions in the focal region. For 
comparison with the experiment the measured boundaries of the ablated regions are represented as black 
dots in the same figure. All the major features of the observed ablation profiles of figure 9 are well 
described by the ray tracing computations. 
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Figure 10. Computed radial cross section of the beam in the focal region. The dots coiTespond to 
the measured boundaries of the ablated patterns. 

The computations show that at a few hundred 1-lm from the focal region the highest concentration of rays 
defines a thin ring. Also in accordance with the experiment a central peak is observed to develop as the 
focal region is approached. Both features are the result of the spherical aberration that causes the rays to 
converge and cross at those locations. Similarly, the spherical aberration causes the central peak, which 
begins to develop when the outermost rays converge on the axis. Near the so-called "plane of minimum 
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confusion., the intensity distribution is computed to be dominated by the sharp central peak, which is 
responsible for the deep central hole observed in the SEM images. The average intensity within a 2 ~tm 

diameter region is estimated to be greater than 1 x 10 11 W /cm2 from the computed fraction of rays that 
intersect this region. The analysis also confirms that the minimum spot size obtained in this experiment is 
dominant 1y limited by the spherical aberration [ 19] . 

.t.5. Plasma generation with a focused soft x-ray laser beam 

The successful demonstration of focusing of a soft x-ray laser beam to the large intensities mentioned in 
the previous section opens the possibility of generating and studying dense plasmas of unique 
characteristics. The fact that the critical density for 46.9nm laser radiation is 5 10 23 cm-3 and that the laser 
is capable of inducing single photon ionization of the target atoms differentiates the energy deposition 
mechanisms of these plasmas from those of conventional laser-created plasmas. The set-up used to image 
plasmas generated with the focused soft x-ray laser beam is illustrated in figure 11. 

Imaging I 
Mirror 

Focusing 
Mirror 

150m 

Soft X-Ray 
Laser Beam 

MCP-CCD 
Detector Array 

rigure II Experimental oel-up used to generate a plasma with a focused soft x-ray laser beam and image it. 

Focusing of the beam of the 46.9nm capillary discharge laser was again accomplished with an spherical 
multilayer coated mirror (R=l Ocm, reflectivity ~ 42 percent). Imaging of the plasma VUVIsoft x-ray 
radiation onto a MCP/CCD detector with~ 14x magnification was accomplished using a second spherical 
multilayer coated mirror (R=20cm). Soft x-ray laser pulses of approximately 0.35 mJ and 1.5ns duration 
were used in the experiment. Figure 12 shows the images of plasmas generated by soft x-ray laser 
excitation of carbon, aluminum, tin, and copper targets. A Soft x-ray emitting plasma region of~ I OO~tm 
is observed. The results clearly demonstrate the creation of plasmas with a focused soft x-ray laser beam. 
Future work will include emission spectroscopy to study the plasma characteristics. 

Figure 12. Images of the soft x-ray!VUV emission from soft x-ray laser-created plasmas inC, Al, Cu and Sn. 
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5. Conclusions 

In summary, capillary discharge-pumped lasers are the first tabletop soft x-ray lasers to reach a level of 
development that allows their routine use in numerous applications. The average coherent power per unit 
of spectral bandwidth of the Ne-like Ar laser is similar to that of a third generation synchrotron beam 
line, and its high peak spectral brightness makes it one of the brightest sources of soft x-ray radiation. 
The proof of principle experiments described above show that tabletop capillary discharge lasers arc a 
powerful source of coherent short-wavelength radiation that can impact numerous fields. 
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